Quotations

Sword-Bishop

January
1. „The best way to start everything: in
the Name of the FATHER and of the
SON and of the HOLY GHOST. Amen!“
2. „It’s dogged that does it. – Be a tumbling figure.“
3. „We must see to it that we can fill our
neighbour with enthusiasm.“
4. „‚LORD, forgive them, because they
do not know what they are doing.’ That
should be our response to insults.“
5. „The Name of JESUS be your strength
and help!“
6. „Everything that comes from GOD is
grace!“
7. „What is done from the heart here on
earth is of such great value because it
is voluntary.“
8. „Love is the strongest power a human
being can receive.“

9. „Because of anger you can go to rack
and ruin or become a saint.“
10. „You will never be victorious over the
devil, even if you are priest, bishop or
pope, if first of all you have not overcome your own ‘self’.“
11. „You should do everything to please
GOD – that is prayer.“
12. „The intertwined streets of life on the
earth are the path leading us to Heaven.“
13. „Prophecies are divine, however, we
can only grasp them in an earthly way.“
14. „GOD asks us to be His helpers in order to save souls.“
15. „The era of the HOLY SPIRIT brings a
total renewal.“
16. „Only he who has true love can be
humble.“
17. „Every human being must reckon on
being able to fall into sin – every human being!“

18. „Imagination – the big paintbox that
GOD gives us!“
19. „One is light-hearted as soon as one
is a child before GOD.“
20. „Just do not believe that you are able
to give up unpleasant character traits
until GOD has shown you, how awful
this behaviour of yours is.“
21. „The teaching must be clear, but the
way how every single person lives it is
different.“
22. „Who lets himself go in little things, will
not manage to do great things either.“
23. „Be much more worried about GOD’s
worries!“
24. „Everything that exists and has life, has
that very life from GOD’s existence.“
25. „The better you can bear the sufferings,
the greater will be the joy, too.“
26. „Do you want to know how you love
GOD? Pay attention to how you love
your neighbour who gets on your
nerves.“

27. „Eternity belongs to GOD – the present moment belongs to me.“
28. „Everyone has something he must work
on.“
29. „You see everyone as you look from
your inner way of thinking.“
30. „There are two who fight for you with
absolute power: GOD and Satan.“
31. „Love GOD and you will receive everything that is good for you.“

February
1. „Do not try to think about your neighbour as you think yourself, but as the
SAVIOUR thinks.“
2. „I am not able to do anything at all –
but in GOD I can do everything.“
3. „Pious is to bear sufferings and sorrow
with cheerfulness.“
4. „If one seeks feelings then one seeks
oneself, not the LORD GOD!“
5. „Eternal beatitude – everything is worth
it!“
6. „Why do people always judge GOD in
the same way as they are themselves?“
7. „Often look up to GOD.“
8. „You can ask GOD for whatever you
want: He will surely make the best of
it.“
9. „True love of GOD is wanting to weep
because your love seems so very miserable to you.“

10. „If I know that I know nothing, then I
open myself to Him who knows everything: the HOLY SPIRIT.“
11. „The Evil Ones are one as a collective,
in the hatred against us.“
12. „A charisma surely is a gift, but it also
demands sacrifices.“
13. „GOD has an ardent desire for you –
and what about you?“
14. „It is of no importance if one is misjudged after all. – GOD knows.“
15. „The higher someone is in a position,
the severer are the attacks from below
he has to reckon with.“
16. „Everything is so valuable – the joys as
well as the sufferings …“
17. „If we make honest efforts, then GOD
will help us.“
18. „For the smallest good I could do, I
thank GOD.“

19. „Disappointments are of great value
with GOD. It matures you as much as
hardly anything else and leads you
more closely and intimately to GOD.“
20. „Fighting a bad mood is also a fight
against the ‘self’ or evil.“
21. „If something has hit you in the heart
and you accept it in humility, then you
are catapulted nearer to Heaven.“
22. „Nothing on earth can be so bad that
it is not worthwhile for Heaven.“
23. „With the LORD GOD one never comes
out short. – Never!“
24. „We must be like soft wax for GOD
and for the devil like sharp pebbles.“
25. „A soul satisfied in GOD considers
everything she receives as sufficient.“
26. „With St. Michael the Archangel I have
learnt that apart from love, humility is
the greatest thing.“

27. „When I am fine, I cannot measure
myself whether I love GOD; only when
I am not fine …“
28. „Within you must burn what you want
to enkindle in your neighbour.“
29. „If GOD does not fulfil one of my
wishes, then I rejoice, because then I
know full well that He will give me
something better.“

March
1. „If you want to please Mary, then honour her spouse.“
2. „On the Cross, GOD has given forgiveness to everyone, you just have to
come and get it!“
3. „I love pious, fighting Christians because by doing so they please GOD.“
4. „Everything needs cleaning time and
again. Why not the most important
thing: the heart, the soul?“
5. „It is important to do everything out of
love for the LORD.“
6. „Every good work that you do will be
deposited in Heaven.“
7. „If you do not have the occasional inner opposition, you cannot grow.“
8. „GOD is interested in what you intended to do.“

9. „Do not waste your strength with
someone who is not willing.“
10. „We fast because the SAVIOUR gave
His life for our salvation and so we,
too, want to prove that we are prepared to renounce delights.“
11. „It is not until we begin to fight that we
receive the grace to fight.“
12. „JESUS took upon Himself all the sins
of the whole of humanity.“
13. „Truly great are those people who
have preserved their childlike heart.“
14. „The most loud of all is the silent example.“
15. „We are never perfect – we must keep
working on ourselves.“
16. „If you seek GOD in the stillness and
look at Him, then you will receive wisdom.“
17. „The world lures in a manifold manner, that is the power of the Evil One.“

18. „Who wants to become a saint will go
through turbulences!“
19. „St. Joseph gives you the strength to
persevere and not go away from
GOD.“
20. „During the Holy Week, contemplate
JESUS’ words: ‚This is what I did for
you, what will you do for Me?‘“
21. „Do your utmost and have faith in
GOD.“
22. „If only you knew: nothing is in vain!“
23. „The nets of unchastity are everywhere.“
24. „Who does not want to venerate the
Mother of GOD, ignores GOD’s most
exalted creature.“
25. „I like those little sacrifices which go
unnoticed by the people.“
26. „With GOD there is nothing that is not
possible.“

27. „There is nothing too insignificant to
give to GOD and by doing so to please
Him.“
28. „If you have GOD as your Father –
who then will you have to be afraid
of?“
29. „GOD makes everything good, it is
just that we do not understand.“
30. „Working for GOD is the most beautiful thing there is!“
31. „If you are for GOD, GOD is within
you and shines forth from you.“

April
1. „Think a bit more with the heart than
with the mind.“
2. „Love of GOD is unlimited – love of
men is limited.“
3. „The pain within me is so great because GOD is not loved by most
priests of the holy Church.“
4. „The Main Commandment is the foundation of the 10 Commandments.“
5. „If your prayer no longer helps, add
alms to it and your prayer will be answered by GOD.“
6. „None of you has any attacks which I
did not have. So I can understand
everyone.“
7. „I would like to take to Heaven all those
entrusted to me.“
8. „If a person ennobles himself, the
neighbour at his side will become finer
too, if he is of good will.“

9. „In darkness blindly trusting in GOD
makes strong and grants great merits!“
10. „The HOLY SPIRIT is extremely powerful and yet so loving and gentle.“
11. „Every suffering is GOD’s permission
so that we may gain strength from it.“
12. „In Heaven everything is music.“
13. „Woe to him who does not accept an
apology; he may go to confession a
hundred times, he will not be forgiven.“
14. „Now in spring GOD’s wonders can be
seen in nature, if you open your eyes.
Every little flower is a thought of GOD!“
15. „If you believe to be miserable, then
you are on the right path.“
16. „Remain faithful unto death.“
17. „Nothing impure can enter into GOD.“
18. „Man does not have the chip to grasp
what Heaven is like.“

19. „Let us see to it that we do the littlest
things excellently, because little things
are great with GOD.“
20. „The body is the husk of the soul.“
21. „Everything can be changed through
GOD’s power!“
22. „One never can ask too much from
GOD. Boldness wins the race.“
23. „Lukewarmness is the great disease of
GOD’s people today.“
24. „How much does GOD love you? As
much as Himself! He loves His breath
in us.“
25. „I regret not being able to show you
what reward is awaiting you in eternity.“
26. „We have a time in which Satan with
his minions has a power like never before!“
27.

„Martyrdom in life is often greater than
if one were killed.“

28. „GOD is gracious with you if you, too,
are gracious – GOD is merciful with
you, if you, too, are merciful.“
29. „If you believe you love GOD, then observe how you love your neighbour.“
30. „Do not expose yourself to the danger
of a temptation, which you are unable
to resist.“

May
1. „You men of the earth: go to St.
Joseph!“
2. „Only he who fights can become a
saint.“
3. „Mercy is a spectacle for the Angels.“
4. „If only one heart bears the true faith
within itself, there is the Church.“
5. „To believe is a grace which can be
obtained from GOD by prayer.“
6. „JESUS is standing in front of the
chamber of each person’s heart waiting to be admitted.“
7. „Tell me where your joy is, and I tell
you where your love is!“
8. „Go to GOD as a child, and not as an
adult.“
9. „Only he can contemplate who has
the HOLY SPIRIT within himself.“

10. „It takes an energetic character to become a saint.“
11. „In every mother one should recognise an image of the Mother of GOD.“
12. „GOD gives you His hand through
people and the holy Sacraments.“
13. „Acts of renouncement achieve a lot,
the unintended ones twice as much.“
14. „The Church is wherever there are
people who live according to the faith
as CHRIST and the Apostles taught.“
15. „Is someone a devotee of Mary, he will
also honour the women.“
16. „The soul has more feelings than the
body, she is pure breath of GOD.“
17. „The Gospel is alive and gives life.“
18. „We absolutely need spiritual heroes
against evil!“
19. „In Heaven there is a feeling of happiness when someone else is given a
present.“

20. „GOD gives many things back, if you
nod in agreement to renouncement,
but the great diadem He will only give
Above.“
21. „One ought to avoid everything that
displeases GOD.“
22. „Even the mystical must be learnt and
ripen.“
23. „One may take great pains to make
the life of the other pleasant.“
24. „The greatest of all sins is and remains
the one against love. For love is the
Main Commandment.“
25. „What kind of GOD would He be if I
were able to minutely explain Him?“
26. „That is our GOD: searching for us
men as long as we live.“
27. „The heavenly light is a substance.“
28. „Act as JESUS would act – act as the
Mother of GOD would act, then you
are all right.“

29. „The FATHER created us, the SON redeemed us and the HOLY SPIRIT sanctifies us, if we are willing.“
30. „At the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass, the
most tremendous miracle in world history takes place.“
31. „Everyone has something that could
serve the SAVIOUR.“

June
1. „Action must follow prayer. Prayer without action is empty talk.“
2. „With the HOLY SPIRIT we can recharge our battery.“
3. „No matter how I am doing, if only the
other person is happy through me.“
4. „Humour is a virtue which is to be obtained by prayer.“
5. „When you receive holy Confirmation, you reach the age of majority before GOD.“
6. „Who does not also have a childlike
heart, will not understand me!“
7. „If someone is really pious, then he
will hide it, unless GOD allows it to become visible.“
8. „Without obedience chaos shows up!“
9. „I see the present and work towards
the goal.“

10. „Our chapels are filled with graces,
everyone should sense this.“
11. „Make use of St. Joseph in case of
marital problems!“
12. „Tears make ripe and wash the soul.“
13. „We are nothing; only if GOD is dwelling in us, are we something.“
14. „Speaking about GOD is most successful when done with simple words.“
15. „When JESUS was hanging on the
cross, he put Himself into every future
Sacrifice of the Mass.“
16. „Accomplish your task out of love of
GOD and you will help me.“
17. GOD to the Sword-Bishop: „If you
speak, I work through you.“
18. „We must learn to think and to look
with JESUS’ heart.“
19. „GOD’s Majesty in a bit of flower and
water – that is absolute love for us.“

20. „I do not work by the sweat of my brow,
but by the sweat of my heart.“
21. „Laughing is a massive dose of vitamins against the Evil One.“
22. „There is nothing better than to have
given oneself to GOD.“
23. „Who is fighting is a good soldier.“
24. „Sluggishness is in the head – tiredness in the body.“
25. „A resolution without deeds is like having lied to GOD.“
26. „Important are the deeds of love, not
feelings!“
27. „Suffering makes you beautiful if you
suffer in the right way.“
28. „Progress is only made if one is constantly put to the test by GOD.“
29. „Having helped others to the salvation
of their souls and having pleased GOD,
that will do for me.“
30. „Thoughts are much more powerful
than spoken words.“

July
1. „Without the Precious Blood of JESUS
CHRIST, we would all be damned for
evermore.“
2. „GOD mainly gives struggles to the
courageous ones.“
3. „Saints got over many situations with
humour.“
4. „The true humble one has an open
heart.“
5. „Humanity can only be converted by
One – and that is the HOLY SPIRIT.“
6. „Just when you are about to rebel, you
can practise virtue: by calming yourself down.“
7. „An encouraging smile is able to give
wings to the other person, when he has
made mistakes.“
8. „With a selfish person, it is easy for the
Evil One to constantly attack.“

9. „In the love of GOD I pray to GOD for
the love of neighbour.“
10. „Only he may call himself father, who
is also able to do what a mother does
every day for her toddlers and teens,
otherwise he is only the breadwinner.“
11. „Learning from mistakes makes wise,
but only the humble one.“
12. „Not tomorrow – make a new start
now.“
13. „When you have done good works and
reap criticism or mockery for it, this can
even make your good works more perfect.“
14. „Simply allow GOD to act, He always
does things right. GOD’s ways are unfathomable but always the best.“
15. „He gives and takes – that is GOD’s
nature.“
16. „Everything you speak, think or do, can
be an expression of your prayer.“

17. „Unfortunately, habits are difficult to
get rid of.“
18. „There is nothing more exhilarating
on earth than to please GOD.“
19. „When things are going well, take care
that you do not grow tired.“
20. „With GOD a good person outweighs
10,000 evil persons.“
21. „In Heaven there is life – more than on
earth.“
22. „With GOD everything is now at the
same time!“
23. „Every time when you say “no” in
temptation, GOD’s countenance radiates with joy.“
24. „GOD’s words are of great value –
they have life. Every word of GOD is a
grain of gold.“
25. „GOD desires from you that you give
your utmost in this very moment.“

26. „The holy Angels are active and work
without our becoming aware of it.“
27. „Do never forget, each one will become a saint in a different way.“
28. „Love is when I want to please GOD.“
29. „All good things that we are able to do,
is always grace.“
30. „Give GOD pleasure and He will give
it to you.“
31. „If you want to be cheerful, even in suffering, then love GOD.“

August
1. „Who does no longer pray loses GOD
out of sight, out of mind, out of their
heart.“
2. „A priest should be such that no one
loses their regard for him.“
3. „Not science makes holy, but carrying
the cross.“
4. „Where the SPIRIT is, there is the
FATHER and the SON.“
5. „GOD never cares what you were, He
cares what you are.“
6. „Esotericism leads you up to 85 % away
from true faith and can become a great
danger for you.“
7. „A mistake is always also a chance to
learn from it.“
8. „GOD is inexhaustible. The more you
go and get from Him, the more He will
give.“

9. „Where there is no peace, there the
devil dances!“
10. „GOD educates, matures and purifies
man also through suffering.“
11. „First of all, practise the love of neighbour towards the enemies.“
12. „Do you believe that the world can give
you more pleasure than the Almighty
GOD, who is love?“
13. „To intentionally make a sacrifice that it
may be seen by everybody is an abomination to GOD.“
14. „Every man is the architect of his own
fortune for life after death.“
15. „Humility and contempt is the path on
which the LORD leads His chosen
ones.“
16. „Our whole religion is all about the
love of GOD and neighbour.“
17. „Even the most beautiful happiness on
earth is still something dreadful compared to Heaven.“

18. „GOD is love, love, love – but also justice!“
19. „Through the SON we should ask the
FATHER in prayer for the HOLY SPIRIT.“
20. „If you have not forgiven, you will not
be forgiven either.“
21. „A sigh of JESUS CHRIST to his FATHER
would have been enough to redeem
100 worlds.“
22. „Not until you fight against yourself,
will things become adventurous.“
23. „The surest means to go to Heaven
are: to love GOD.“
24. „For this time and the time to come,
the Sword-Bishop is needed.“
25. „The New Christians are there in order
to support the personal Instrument of
JESUS CHRIST. But the Instrument is
there for the whole Church.“
26. „Only by loving can one become more
simple.“

27. „Let us never forget: we only have to
do our best, GOD will give the results.“
28. „Do you know who is healthy? He who
is happy with his illness!“
29. „In Confession, GOD shows His entire
mercy in an absolute way.“
30. „When the children are coming home,
they should feel that the parents are
pleased about it. That is a very important factor!“
31. „When you become old and grey with
GOD, then you have always a youthful
vigour within you.“

September
1. „Recognising my mistakes is a grace
of GOD.“
2. „The ‘Our FATHER’ and the ‘Hail Mary’
are the most important prayers that
we Christians possess.“
3. „The Name from which all names receive their strength is JESUS.“
4. „When you speak from the heart, your
voice will always speak with love.“
5. „Who suffered and struggled together
with the SAVIOUR, will also once rule
with Him.“
6. „The Sword of the Sword-Bishop is the
word and the word tests with the Main
Commandment.“
7. „Knowing that the FATHER in Heaven
always sees me in His love makes me
glad.“
8. „Joseph recognised Mary’s holiness.“

9. „With a clerical person, the HOLY
SPIRIT is not bound by the person but
by the consecration.“
10. „When you give GOD a bonbon, He
will give a full trainload in return.“
11. „Today, you do not have to preach outside, only to live a Christian life, then
you will be noticed automatically.“
12. „Everyone who is born has a place and
a task allotted to them by GOD.“
13. „Do not seek your satisfaction here on
earth.“
14. „Poor is man if he is no longer able to
flourish through the twittering of a
bird.“
15. „Without the HOLY SPIRIT you can do
nothing at all.“
16. „Take St. Joseph as intercessor with family concerns, job-hunting, etc.“
17. „Small virtues are pointed weapons
against the Evil One.“

18. „Fear is a breeding machine; it breeds
what you are afraid of!“
19. „GOD does not always give an answer, but a cheerer-upper.“
20. „Being a saint is doing exactly what is
in front of me.“
21. „Have GOD and you have everything.“
22. „Do not forget, where the SAVIOUR is
in the Host, there, at the same time, is
the whole Heaven as well.“
23. „In order to recognise how humble
GOD is, we must recognise first how
almighty GOD is.“
24. „Nothing happens that GOD does not
know.“
25. „Before you open your mouth, GOD
already knows what you want to say.“
26. „In Heaven, there are continuously new
delights, they remain existent.“

27. „Serene people are mostly those who
had to go through hard times in life.“
28. „No matter whether you are right or
wrong: make your peace and you will
have peace.“
29. „Loneliness may be harder to bear
than life in a community.“
30. „True love cannot be disrespectful.“

October
1. „As often as you take the blessed Rosary in your hand, you will receive
strength!“
2. „GOD gives struggles only to the
strong.“
3. „The Church is meant to radiate this
love of GOD on earth.“
4. „A priest is not only to represent the
SAVIOUR, but he is expected to be His
mirror image.“
5. „Without the Main Commandment, the
10 Commandments cannot be lived up
to.“
6. „Temptation is never a sin. Only when
man consents, does he commit sin.“
7. „Particularly beautiful is the smile of a
suffering person.“
8. „It is a matter of deep concern to me
that you love the Angels.“

9. „Rejoice in the beautiful things – GOD
would like to share in your joy.“
10. „Obedience is the surest means to
make progress in perfection.“
11. „Allow yourself to be pruned, otherwise the fire must do it when you die.“
12. „GOD does not force anyone, He only
lures.“
13. „GOD cannot be explained!“
14. „If GOD is my FATHER, what shall I
have to fear?“
15. „There is a reason for everything, even
when you’re having a hard time. You
will see it in Heaven.“
16. „Pass on good things!“
17. „If I act with hardness, I will, most likely, obtain hardness.“
18. „Beware of feelings of hatred. They
darken your inner being and make
you blind!“

19. „No speck of dust falls from the ceiling on your head without GOD’s
knowing it.“
20. „GOD does not love the office but
what a person does. By his office, man
will be merely judged.“
21. „We must not judge ourselves by our
success, but GOD judges us by our efforts.“
22. „The less you spend time with GOD,
the less you will hear Him at all.“
23. „Turn your work into prayer, then sadness will budge.“
24. „If we do everything which pleases
GOD, then we do not have to look after ourselves.“
25. „There are difficulties in life for the
good and the evil ones.“
26. „GOD is looking for you all your life!“
27. „Every day you must pray for love with
quite normal, childlike words.“

28. „GOD’s ways can never be figured
out, but they are always the best, even
if we do not understand them.“
29. „Only what comes from the heart goes
into the heart, if man is open.“
30. „The more we are seeking to receive
from GOD, the more He can give.“
31. „Everything that exists, is sustained by
GOD’s breath.“

November
1. „Death is the transition to the neverending life.“
2. „Help the Poor Souls! One spark in
Purgatory burns more than all the
pains here on earth.“
3. „If someone is genuinely pious and has
suffered a lot, then he has humour.“
4. „GOD is your Father, you His child.“
5. „The first duty of love is to listen.“
6. „We would have too little paper on
earth to describe a Holy Mass.“
7. „Every Poor Soul has a different Purgatory.“
8. „Mary does not go and stand before
GOD, but she leads to GOD.“
9. „Only love achieves the impossible.“
10. „Children have incredible power with
GOD.“

11. „Do learn to talk with the Heavenly
FATHER.“
12. „Refrain from reactions which are unlovely and unloving – and you will
make rapid progress in perfection.“
13. „The other one’s joy is my joy.“
14. „GOD does not love anyone in the
same way! Everyone is loved by GOD
according to each one’s nature.“
15. „You are towards your neighbour as
you are towards GOD, and you are towards GOD as you are towards your
neighbour.“
16. „You do not know how many of your
hairs fall out in a day, GOD, however,
has numbered them.“
17. „The more pleasing to GOD we are,
the more we will receive from the LORD
in order to pass it on.“
18. „If only I could tell you how the
SAVIOUR loves you.“

19. „The purer your heart, the more you
can achieve with GOD.“
20. „If something is difficult, you look up
to GOD and say: ‚You do know! – It is
all that matters!’“
21. „I contemplate GOD how He is, where
He looks, what He does – what stirs
Him.“
22. „Give to GOD and He will give to
you!“
23. „GOD’s laughter fills the whole universe, the whole creation, from eternity to eternity. His laughter is deep and
wonderful.“
24. „What GOD does is always right, but
we will not recognise it until we are in
Heaven.“
25. „With GOD nothing is impossible! –
One should remember this sentence.“
26. „I am not only here for the New Christians. I am here for all those who are
sought by GOD.“

27. „An offering you make gives you the
grace to become more Christian-like.“
28. „The HOLY SPIRIT works in every person, if man is willing.“
29. „GOD wants to simply give Himself
away, that is His desire. Do we accept
Him?“
30. „Nobody has become a saint, who did
not struggle until the grave.“

December
1. „The cost of struggle is a high priority
with GOD.“
2. „The more pleasing to GOD the priest
is, the more graces he receives from
GOD for himself and his faithful.“
3. „Learn to see with spiritual eyes. Everywhere there are things that speak of
GOD.“
4. „Communion always strengthens if
they are kindred spirits, albeit different in character.“
5. „Keep praying to GOD for the right
disposition.“
6. „With ‘little ones’ are meant those who
have a childlike faith towards GOD.“
7. „I can only be as patient with myself as
I am with my neighbour.“
8. „The Evil One trembles at the mere
Name of Mary.“

9. „Whatever cries out within me has
something to do with the injured
‘self.’“
10. „Difficulties or withdrawal of love enlarge the heart.“
11. „With discontent and vices you give
yourself a hard time.“
12. „There is no deeper and more intimate
union with JESUS than Holy Communion.“
13. „Every nun who has ever been called by
GOD has been called differently.“
14. „The day of your death is your most
important day!“
15. „There is no greater happiness than
to make GOD happy.“
16. „What CHRIST and the Apostles teach
us is the guarantor.“
17. „Praying only helps if we also live so as
to please GOD.“

18. „As soon as you are a spiritual person,
you can also help spiritually.“
19. „How often does GOD think of you?
– All the time!“
20. „The person who believes like a child
is able to defeat the Evil One.“
21. „We do not need to understand and
grasp GOD’s secrets – just believe!“
22. „The more I understand of GOD, the
more miserable I see myself.“
23. „GOD appreciates very much what is
done voluntarily.“
24. „The greatest thing that emanates
from GOD is love.“
25. „Love means to offer – to give.“
26. „Devotion is resignation in GOD’s most
holy will.“
27. „The neighbour is not to be criticised,
but one should have a discussion with
him.“

28. „Do expect thorns because only on
them are roses to be found.“
29. „Following through and holding on
count for more with GOD than to
achieve great successes.“
30. „GOD created you for Himself!“
31. „Resolutions are good – realisations
even better.“

